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1. The IOTA/MAM project

IOTA:

MAM/Impl: github.com/iotaledger/entangled/blob/develop/mam/

MAM/Spec: .../spec.pdf

github.com/iotaledger/entangled/blob/develop/mam/
.../spec.pdf


2. The team

maxim • kostya • michael • [vlad] • oleg • edward • sergey



3. Crypto apocalypse

IFC FFC ECC Symmetric
Crypto

PBC

Pre-Quantum Epoch Post-Quantum Epoch

IFC FFC ECC Symmetric
Crypto

Where are we?

What should we do?



4. Alternatives

HBC = Hash-Based Crypto

CBC = Code-Based Crypto

LBC = Lattice-Based Crypto

MBC = Multivarite[polynomial]-Based Crypto

Platform Pro Contra

HBC Fast DS. Very compact basic
crypto. Clear and very stable se-
curity bounds.

Inherent one-timeness. Large sig-
natures in the permanent and
stateless settings. Doesn’t pro-
vide PKE.

CBC Reasonably fast PKE. Stable
strength of McEliece (PKE).

Large keys. Relatively new,
untested and inefficient DS.

LBC Fast PKE and DS. Short keys
and signatures. Relatively stable
strength NTRU (PKE).

A lot of successful cryptana-
lytic attacks for previous versions
of NTRU. Relatively recent and
untested DS.

MBC Reasonably fast. Short enough
private keys and extremely short
signatures.

Many proposed schemes have
been broken (SFLASH). Rela-
tively recent and untested PKE.



5.
Lattice

(((((((((((

Lettuce-Based Crypto

b2

b1

Let B ∈ Rn×n be a matrix with linearly independent rows bi

A lattice: L = L(B) = {zB : z ∈ Zn} = ZnB

B is a basis of L, detL = |detB|



6. The main idea

B∗ = UB where detU = ±1 (U is unimodular) ⇒ L(B) = L = L(B∗)

The main idea of LBC:

• a private key is a “good” basis B∗ of some lattice L

• a public key is a “bad” basis B of the same L

“Bad”: ‖bi‖ are large

“Good”:
∥∥∥b∗i ∥∥∥ are small (b∗i are short)

Example (Wolfram Mathematica):

b1 = {6, 0}; b2 = {4, 5};

B = {b1, b2};

LatticeReduce[B] (*LLL, Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz, 1982*)

Out: {{6, 0}, {-2, 5}}



7. SVP (Shortest Vector Problem)

λ1(L) = minv∈L\{0} ‖v‖ (the 1st minimum of L)

SVP. Given B, find nonzero v ∈ L(B) such that ‖v‖ = λ1(L(B))

Van Emde Boas (1981): SVP[L∞] is NP-hard

Miklós Ajtai (1998): SVP[L2] is NP-hard for randomized reductions

SVPγ (Approximate-SVP). Given B and γ > 1, find nonzero v ∈ L(B)
such that ‖v‖ 6 γλ1(L(B))

SVPγ[L2] ∈


NP-hard, γ = nO(1/ log logn),

NP ∩ coNP, γ = O(
√
n),

P, γ = 2Ω(n)

The (moderate) zone γ = nO(1) is usual for LBC



8. Is the moderate zone safe?

Gama and Nguen (2008): experiments with random lattices L ⊂ Rn

The Gaussian heuristics:

λ1(L)

(detL)1/n
≈
√

n

2πe

holds with overwhelming probability

The Hermite factor (for SomeLatticeReduceAlg):

mini
∥∥∥b∗i ∥∥∥

(detL)1/n
= δn

≈ mini
∥∥∥b∗i ∥∥∥

λ1(L)


where (b∗i ) = SomeLatticeReduceAlg(L)

Results: δ 6 1.005 is out of reach in large dimensions (n > 500)



9. Lattices for crypto

Step 1. Integer lattices: B ∈ Rn×n 7→ B ∈ Zn×n

Step 2. Q-ary lattices: B ∈ Zn×n 7→ B ∈ Zn×nq ,

Λq(B) = {v ∈ Zn : v ≡ zB mod q for some z ∈ Znq }

Zq = Z ∩ [−q/2, q/2) = {−bq/2c, . . . , bq/2e − 1} where bze = bz + 1/2c

modq 7→ mods q: reduction into the centered representation of Zq

Example: centered Z3 = {0,1,−1}
4
= T

Ternary logic is intensively used in IOTA (instead of binary)



10. Lattices for crypto: Polynomials

Step 3. From matrices to polynomials: bi consists of coefficients

of xi−1b(x) mod φ(x) mods q

φ(x) ∈ Z[x], degφ = n, R = Z[x]/(φ(x)), Rq = R/qR

In result: L = Λq(B) where B represents a polynomial b(x) ∈ Rq

Experiments: L derived from a random b(x) is hardly to distinguish

from “really random” lattices



11. NTRU

Hoffstein, Pipher, Silverman (1996):

N-th degree Truncated polynomial Ring Units

φ(x) = xn − 1 (induces circulants), q is moderate large

Private key: short random polynomials f
χf← Rq, g

χg← Rq (usually with
coefficients from Z3)

Public key: h← g/f (f is invertible in Rq)

“Bad” basis: B =

(
In H
0 qIn

)

“Good” basis:
h = g/f ⇒ ∃t ∈ Rq : fh = (g − qt) ⇒ FH = G− qT

⇒ rows of (F G) = (F T )B belong to L(B)
(these rows are the 1st part of a short basis)



12. NTRU encryption/decryption

Plaintext: m ∈ R3

Ciphertext: c ∈ Rq

Encryption:
r
χr← Rq (χr induces short polynomials)

c← (3hr +m) mod φmods q

Decryption:
t← cf mod φmods q

[t = (3gr +mf) mod φmods q]
[since f, g, r,m are short, we can achieve that t = (3gr+mf) mod φ]

t← tmods 3
[t = mf mods 3]
[let f be invertible in R3 and f∗ be its inverse]

c← tf∗ mod φmods 3



13. The NTRU Problem

Given (φ, n, q), probabilistic distibutions χf , χg, χr over R3 =

Z3[x]/(φ(x)) and polynomials h = g/f , 3hr +m built from

f
χf← Rq, f

χg← Rq, r
χr← Rq, m ∈ R3,

find m. The used distribution χf has to block polynomials that are

non-invertible in Rq or R3.



14. NTT

Complexity of NTRU (multiplicative operations of Rq):
Gen — 1D, Encr/Decr — 1M

Complexity of 1M/1D in Rq: O(n2) operations of Zq

Quadratic time (very fast). Can it be done faster? Yes!

NTT (Number Theoretic Tranform, discrete version of FFT):
Rq → Rq, u 7→ NTT(u), can be calculated in O(n logn) operations mods q

1) u is invertible iff all the coefficient of NTT(u) are nonzero
2) uv = NTT−1(NTT(u)�NTT(v))
3) u/v = NTT−1(NTT(u)cNTT(v))

NTT-friendly parameters:
n = 2s, φ(x) = xn + 1, q is prime, q ≡ 1 (mod 2n)

For the safe zone 500 / n / 1500 there exist only two suitable options:
(n, q) = (512,12289) and (n, q) = (1024,12289)



15. NTTRU-AE

The instantiation of NTRU in IOTA/MAM2: “An NTT-friendly

NTRU-like PKE with IND-CCA through AE and without DF”

(December 2018)

PKE = Public Key Encryption

AE = Authenticated Encryption

IND-CCA = Indistinguishability under Chosen Ciphertext Attacks

DF = Decryption Failures

Rebranding: NTTRU-AE = NTTRU + AE, where

NTTRU = NTRU + NTT (Luybashevski, Seller, January 2019)



16. AE

AE: W (Wrap) and U (Unwrap)

The first algorithm takes a key k ∈ Rq and a plaintext pt ∈ Zl3 and

returns a ciphertext ct ∈ R3 ∼ Zn3. It acts injectively in pt for fixed k:

W(k, pt) 6= W(k, pt′) if pt 6= pt′.

The second algorithm takes (k, ct) and returns either pt or ⊥:

U(k, ct) =

pt, if there exists pt such that W(k, pt) = ct,

⊥, otherwise



17. Decisions



18. NTTRU-AE.Gen

Input: ⊥.

Output: f ∈ R3 (a private key), h ∈ Rq (a public key).

Steps:

1. Generate f, g
R← R3.

2. Test if the polynomials 1 + 3f and g are invertible mods q. If not,

then go to Step 1.

3. h← 3g/(1 + 3f) mods q.

4. Return (f, h).



19. NTTRU-AE.Encr

Input: m ∈ Zl3 (a plaintext), h ∈ Rq (a public key).

Output: c ∈ Rq (a ciphertext).

Steps:

1. r
R← R3.

2. s← h · rmods q.

3. t←W(s,m).

4. c← (s+ t) mods q.

5. Return c.



20. NTTRU-AE.Decr

Input: c ∈ Rq (a ciphertext), f ∈ R3 (a private key).

Output: m ∈ Tl (a plaintext) or ⊥ (a error).

Steps:

1. t← c(1 + 3f) mods qmods 3.

2. s← (c− t) mods q.

3. Return U(s, t).



21. Decryption Failures

Theorem 1. Let φ(x) = xn + 1, (n, q) = (1024,12289) and (f, h) ←
NTTRU-AE.Gen(⊥). A decryption failure

NTTRU-AE.Decr(NTTRU-AE.Encr(m,h), f) 6= m

occurs for some m ∈ Zl3 only if

1) the ternary polynomials f and g = h(1 + 3f) do not contain zero

coefficients;

2) (r, t), the ternary polynomials of NTTRU-AE.Encr, take unique values

determined by (f, g).

Assuming that invertibility of random ternary polynomials does not

depend significantly on the number of zero coefficients and consider-

ing (W,U) almost ideal, we get:

P {decryption failure} ≈ 2−4444.



22. IND-CCA Security



23. Security of NTTRU-AE

Theorem 2. If NTRU Problem is hard and the PKE sys-

tem (NTTRU-AE.Gen, NTTRU-AE.Encr, NTTRU-AE.Decr) uses an ideal AE sys-

tem (W,U) generated in ROM, then this PKE system is IND-CCA

secure.



24. Instead of conclusion: lattices and elliptic curves

ω1, ω2 ∈ C, ω1/ω2 6∈ R

L = {z1ω1 + z2ω2 : zi ∈ Z} — a lattice in C

L is an additive subgroup of C, C/L — a factor group (torus)

There exists an isomorphism C/L→ EL(C), z 7→ (℘L(z), ℘′L(z))

O

P
Q

R

P Q

R

P

Q

R
O

⇨

Elliptic curves come from lattices!


